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Our Past, Our Future
Welcome to the Martin Brower 2019 Global Corporate
Social Responsibility (CSR) Report
2019 Achievements
Our ethical foundation drives the outstanding value and service we provide to our customers every
day. Below is a sampling of the achievements outlined in this report that reflect our concerted actions
for the improvement of our People, Planet and Partnerships.
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Our Mission
Martin Brower is dedicated to being the leading supply chain solutions provider for restaurant chains
around the world, creating an outstanding work environment for our employees and delivering
unmatched value to our customers while protecting their brands.

Our
CARES
Values

CHANGE

We value flexibility
and innovation and
embrace a continuous
improvement culture
and a willingness
to take risks

ACT AS ONE

We value thinking,
acting globally and
helping one another
succeed

RELATIONSHIPS

We value lasting
employee, customer,
supplier and community
relationships built on
mutual respect,
integrity and trust

EXECUTION
We value doing
what we say we
will do

SAFETY &
WELLNESS

We value the safety
and health of our
employees and
communities

Martin Brower is part of
the Reyes Holdings family
of businesses, alongside
Reyes Beverage Group,
736 MILLION
CASES

162 MILLION
MILES

25,000
RESTAURANTS

11,000
EMPLOYEES

74
FACILITIES

Great Lakes Coca-Cola
Bottling and Reyes
Coca-Cola Bottling
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Our Ethical Commitment
Doing the right thing

Reputations are built over time: doing the right thing every day. Every Martin Brower
team member recognizes their commitment to act ethically, guided by a strong sense
of social responsibility toward customers, suppliers, the community and each other.

Guiding Best Practices

Managing Reputations

Meeting the highest standards

We protect the reputations of

Tackling Workplace
Challenges

for ethical best practices is an

our customers and supplier

Martin Brower tackles the tough

exacting and ongoing process

partners as scrupulously as

subjects – anti-corruption,

at Martin Brower. Every year,

we do our own, with vigilant

anti-harassment, workplace

Guidelines for Business Conduct

management of commercially

violence – with impactful

are communicated, reviewed and

sensitive information. All Martin

training designed to ensure

renewed with team members,

Brower team members are

a welcoming, professional

which are integral to achieving our

fully briefed on the Company’s

environment for all.

Company’s Ethics Certification.

guidelines for safeguarding
confidential information and
preventing accidental or
unauthorized disclosure.

SPEAKING UP:
Team members around the
world have access to our
Ethics Hotline, providing
them the freedom to raise
concerns without fear,
completely protected by a
global Non-Retaliation policy
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Our People
Stats & Facts

11,000
team members
around
the globe

16

DCs achieved
zero injuries

19

countries

700
+
safety
improvements

74

distribution
centers (DCs)

1,900
people involved
in Six Sigma or
Kaizen events

2019 Melhores Empresas Você S/A
BRAZ I L

The Business Awards Employer
of Choice Winner 2019
AU STRALI A

Investors in People Gold Award
UK

Top Employer 2020
F RANCE

Great Place To Work

380 420 300+
Six Sigma
or Lean
practitioners

Employer Recognition
Around the Globe:

participants in
frontline leader
training

internal
promotions

BRAZ I L

Forbes Best Employers for Women 2019
U SA

Choose My Company 2019:
Certified Happy Index
F RANCE
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16
DCs

Our People

Reinforcing our safety culture

achieved zero
injuries

ZERO is Possible!

Protecting our people, our customers and our communities is paramount. Achieving the highest level of safety in each of
the 19 countries in which we operate is more than an objective; it’s an obsession. Even one injury is unacceptable and our
companywide safety program targets the only goal that matters: ‘‘zero is possible”. The following examples illustrate our
relentless focus on maintaining the safety of our team members around the world.

UK

France

Canada

An accident-free year
in Basingstoke

194 safety improvements
In France, our teams seized the opportunities

Reducing injuries by 57%
in Calgary and 16% in Vancouver

In the UK, empowering frontline team members

uncovered by multiple Lean Kaizen events, working

In Canada, if injuries do happen, 24/7 access to

to lead safety efforts proved extraordinarily

together on more than 190 improvements to avoid

the right care at the right time via a Nurse Triage

effective in reducing accidents and promoting

accidents and reduce risk.

Program ensures swift, effective attention and

an environment where personal responsibility

shortened recovery time. Even better, both facilities

was willingly accepted. By the end of 2019, the

experienced a significant reduction in injuries.

Basingstoke facility achieved a stellar milestone
of 365 accident-free days.
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Building an outstanding work environment means engaging employees from
the start and providing abundant opportunity for personal and professional
development throughout their careers. The ground-breaking US programs
profiled below illustrate the success of our approach.

Reyes Academy

On the Road
to Learning

Since its 2016 launch the Reyes
Academy has provided top-level training
for Martin Brower’s US-based drivers and
transportation leaders. The curriculum is
rigorous and comprehensive, including:
•	Skills to improve driver proficiency
•	Instruction on delivery safety, legislative
compliance and operating capability
•	Advanced simulation technology –
Driving and Slip and an Egress Trainer
• Standard process orientation

Professional training courses
and certification include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Professional Driver Training
Safe Driver Certification
Extra Mile Driver Training
Defensive Driver Course
Train-the-Trainer Certification
Transportation Leadership Training

Training takes place all over the US
with three mobile units traveling to our
facilities to deliver onsite instruction

2,580
students
graduated
in 2019

“An eye-opening experience
that will make me much more
effective when training
new drivers.”
– Transportation Supervisor

“Awesome training center that
does change driving behaviors.”
– Professional Driver
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Our People

Recognizing true expertise

88

of our most talented
team members from across
our US business
showcasing
their skills

Rounding Up the
Best of the Best
In 2019, the annual Reyes Rodeo provided a
showcase for the talents of 88 professional
drivers, warehouse operators and fleet
technicians representing all of Reyes
Holdings business units. Winning top titles
was no easy feat, making Martin Brower’s
victories a banner achievement:

1st and 2nd Places in all categories
Best Overall in both the Driver and
Warehouse categories

“This is an amazing event that
recognizes our frontline team
members and truly showcases
their skills, professionalism
and commitment to safety.”
– Brian Gartrell, VP HR US
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Our Planet
Stats & Facts

45% 92% 97% 90%

reduction in
electricity carbon
emissions per ton
delivered

162
million miles
driven

of waste diverted
from landfill

of wholly run DCs
are ISO 14001
certified

2.7 22%

million gallons of
alternative fuels

reduction in our
fleet and DC
carbon footprint
since 2015

of fleet capable
of operating on
alternative fuel

134,000
tons of carbon
emissions avoided
since 2015

Customer
and Industry
Recognition:
In 2019, our sustainability efforts received
public recognition with awards including:

North
America

McDonald’s North America
Supplier Scale For 		
Good Award

Joining Forces to Promote Sustainability
Our 11,000 team members around the globe joined together to make a difference during
our annual Sustainability Week, leading initiatives to benefit our planet including:
• Energy reduction campaigns
• Park and highway cleanup
• Litter collection

• E
 lectronic and waste
battery recycling
• Fuel reduction campaigns
• Carpool initiatives

UK & Ireland

• P
 romoting alternative
transportation including
trains, buses and bicycles
Brazil

Economic Sustainability
Award (Footprint
Awards, UK)

4º Prêmio de
Sustentabilidade
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Our Planet

Committed to achieving science based targets

Caring for our Environment
We are continuing our commitment to address the urgent challenges of climate change by putting ever more
powerful measures in place. Martin Brower has committed to achieving a 40% reduction in carbon emissions per
ton delivered by 2030 in collaboration with the Science Based Targets Initiative, which was established by the
world’s leading environmental organizations. We are looking to achieve this reduction through fleet and facility
improvements, alternative fuels, renewable energy and operational efficiencies.

ISO 14001

ZERO

waste to landfill by

Operating within the parameters of the ISO
14001 Environmental Management System,
Martin Brower strives to conserve vital
resources, prevent pollution, reduce waste
and minimize risk for environmental liability.

2025

40%

reduction in our
carbon footprint by

2030

Our thoughtful, sustainable
targets are in line with the most
up-to-date climate science.
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Our Planet

Blueprint for change: our ‘Top 10’ environmental practices

AT THE CORE

Energy Conservation

All team members are actively
encouraged to take personal and
professional responsibility for
minimizing our environmental footprint.
Our focus on sustainable practices
is reinforced at every level of the
Company, including driver education on
effective fuel consumption and global
awareness campaigns centered
on effective recycling and reduced
energy utilization.

Our ‘10-point Improvement Strategy’
drives continuous improvement in energy
efficiency and sustainability at every point
of service, from warehouse to restaurant.

Zero Waste to Landfill

Advanced routing software: identifying
the most efficient routes while maximizing
trailer capacity

We recycle paper, cardboard and shrink
wrap used in our operations.
We partner with food banks to divert
organic waste from landfills and with
energy providers to convert organic
waste to biofuel and energy.

Our water conservation strategies include
rainwater harvesting, water recycling
and reuse.

Fuel Consumption
Reduction

Telematics: monitoring and improving fuel
efficiency and vehicle utilization; boosting
driver performance
Cleaner, renewable, alternative fuels:
using biodiesel in fleets worldwide; trialing
Renewable Natural Gas (RNG)
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Our Planet

Implementing sustainable solutions
In the spirit of continuous improvement that defines Martin Brower, leaders
are trained to use the renowned Lean Six Sigma DMAIC methodology (Define,
Measure, Analyze, Improve, Control) and Lean Kaizen, a proven approach to
reducing waste and boosting efficiency. The solutions developed are driving
significant safety, cost, service and environmental improvements in our facilities.

UK & Ireland
operations are using 100%
renewable energy

REDUCED ENERGY
CONSUMPTION
Using green energy
generated from renewable
sources by installing LED
lighting in our facilities

+
INCREASED USE OF
ALTERNATIVE FUELS
Exploring, piloting
and using fuels including
BioGNV, B100, B30 and LNG
to power our global fleet

REDUCED MILEAGE
Utilizing advanced routing
technology, cross docking,
maximizing trailer capacity
and employing efficient
transportation solutions such
as intermodal rail to reduce the
number of trucks on the road

France
delivery fleet is using 100%
biofuels, eliminating the
annual use of over 100,000
gallons of diesel
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Our Partnerships
Stats & Facts

We partner with technology
experts around the globe to
customize solutions which
ensure the most efficient and
effective operations in our
Distribution Centers:

We partner with organizations
in our local communities to
offer assistance when and
where it is most needed.
Since 2015:

96%

have implemented
our automated Quality
Management System (QMS)
to provide global visibility,
total transparency, control
and real-time reporting of
every aspect of food safety
and quality

$5.6M
donated to
charitable causes

90%

optimize deliveries through
advanced routing software to
ensure miles, costs and carbon
footprints are reduced

5K+
volunteers

70%

rely on our Warehouse
Management System (WMS) to
automatically track products
from receipt to ship and all
points in between

750+
tons donated
to food banks

60%

use an SaaS software solution
to monitor and maintain
product temperatures at every
stage of the delivery process
using algorithmic calculations
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Our Partnerships

Protecting the customers we serve
We are fierce protectors of our customers’ brands, diligently
guarding food product visibility and transparency throughout
the supply chain.

Automating quality throughout
our operations

Connecting the supply chain:
MBSync for Suppliers

Partnering with Coruson to launch an automated Quality Management
System (QMS) was a key achievement in 2019. Providing visibility,
transparency, control and real-time reporting of every aspect of Martin
Brower’s food safety, quality, risk and audit performance, the QMS has
improved brand protection and global system compliance for our customers.

Martin Brower’s newest platform, MBSync4S, debuted in 2019,
integrating with our restaurant portal to connect all parts of the
supply chain and offering suppliers a range of collaborative tools for:
• Quality management
• Promotional planning
• Forecast exceptions

Acing
Food
Safety
Audits!

• Warehouse and distribution activity

100%

97%

Score achieved
by 18 facilities

Average score
across all Martin
Brower facilities

• Data and financial management
Pivotal to increasing transparency throughout our customers’
supply chain, MBSync4S will be continually enhanced in
2020 based on supplier feedback.
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Our Partnerships
Nurturing our communities

Weathering the Storm
In 2019, disaster in the form of tornadoes, hurricanes, floods and wildfires struck the US and sent Martin Brower
into rapid action. Our teams assisted local aid relief agencies and offered driver and warehouse support to ensure
business continuity for our impacted restaurants.

675

“

165+

1,800

TEAM MEMBERS supporting disaster

TONS OF FOOD donated

UK CHILDREN educated

recovery efforts around the globe

to food banks worldwide

in Road Safety Awareness

We’re dedicated to making
a positive contribution to the
communities we serve. Our team
members are always ready to
lend a helping hand and provide
support when it’s needed most.

Waste not …

Teaching young road warriors

Martin Brower’s teams forge strong

In the UK, our facility leaders partner

relationships with local food banks all

with local police and fire services to give

over the world, with donations that help

lessons on road safety awareness to

feed our communities’ hungry and reduce

children and their parents.

”

– Leah Heimdahl, Director of Global Communications

landfill waste around the globe.
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Our Partnerships

Proudly supporting Ronald McDonald House Charities®

In 2019

1,100

volunteers

3,800

volunteer hours

350

charity events

$1.1m
donations

We are proud to be a signature supporter of
Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC)
– an independent non-profit organization
that provides a range of support to seriously
ill children and their families when they
need it most. The RMHC houses are located
near major medical facilities and serve as a
“home away from home” enabling families
to stay together and remain close to where
their sick child is receiving treatment. Each
year, the work of RMHC impacts the lives of
over 7 million children around the world.
Our people support their
local RMHC houses and
the families staying
there through a wide
range of creative
fundraising activities.

10%

of our leaders serve on
RMHC committees & boards

135

RMHC houses supported
in 15 countries

Martin Brower team members filled the 2019 calendar
with 350 fun and fund-raising activities including…
• Kids races

• Treasure hunts

• Meals for families

• Golf events

• Gala events

• Holiday toy drives

• Sailing events

• Ski challenges
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Envisioning the Future
Focusing on 2020 and beyond

OUR PEOPLE

OUR PLANET

OUR PARTNERSHIPS

Goals: safety, inclusion and
community outreach

Goals: reduced
carbon footprint

Goals: innovative logistics
and supply chain solutions

• Zero injuries

•	40% carbon footprint reduction
target per ton by 2030

•	Continuous supplier collaboration

• Diversity & inclusion
• Employee portal for UK,
ANZ, Ireland, Korea, Brazil
and Southeast Asia
• Support Ronald McDonald
House Charities® worldwide
•	Emergency preparedness:
test contingency/crisis plans

•	Zero waste to landfill at
all distribution centers
•	Science based targets (SBT)
roadmap initiative

•	Advanced technology
development
•	Expanded global inbound freight
solution using standardized tools
•	Quality-related data analytics
dashboard for customers
and suppliers
•	Full utilization and expansion
of automated QMS

Making it easier to run great restaurants

